### Description

Use the priority cache tuner for mon caches. Also implement a config observer to handle changes to mon cache sizes.

### Related issues

Copied to RADOS - Backport #41238: nautilus: Implement mon_memory_target

### History

**#1 - 07/23/2019 05:25 PM - Neha Ojha**

- Assignee set to Sridhar Seshasayee

**#2 - 08/12/2019 06:48 AM - Sridhar Seshasayee**

- Status changed from In Progress to Pending Backport
- Component(RADOS) Monitor added

The PR 28227 is merged into master. Need to backport this to Nautilus.

**#3 - 08/14/2019 06:10 AM - Sridhar Seshasayee**

- Copied to Backport #41238: nautilus: Implement mon_memory_target added

**#4 - 11/14/2019 03:51 PM - Nathan Cutler**

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".

**#5 - 12/05/2019 08:00 PM - Neha Ojha**

This has a follow-on fix: [https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32044](https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32044)

**#6 - 01/03/2020 09:01 PM - Neha Ojha**

Another follow-on fix: [https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32473](https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32473)